People in these jobs work drawing plans for BUILDINGS or people’s HOUSES.

They can also work with their hands BUILDING office buildings or as a CARPENTER fixing things.

SOLs ADDRESSED IN THIS ACTIVITY: Kindergarten English: K.5, K.6, K.7, K.8, K.12; 1st Grade English: 1.5, 1.6, 1.7; 2nd Grade: English 2.4, 2.5, 2.6; 3rd Grade: English 3.3, 3.7; 4th Grade: English 4.3, 4.5, 4.6; 5th Grade: English 5.4, 5.6, 5.7; Career Development K-3: EC1, EC3, EC4, Career Development 3-5: EC8, EC9, EC10; If using a computer to click on and explore career clusters, the following standards are met: Computer/Technology Standards of Learning Grades K-2: C/T K-2.1, C/T K.2.2, C/T K-2.5, C/T K-2.7; Grades 3-5: C/T 3-5.2, C/T 3-5.5, C/T 3-5.6